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Gentrification in Sunset Park

When one thinks of Sunset Park, one thinks of the beautiful brownstones, the amazing diversity

of food and the community, the people. An area made up of mostly Latinos and Asians, a place

where the N, D and R lines run through. However, Sunset Park is slowly but surely becoming

one of New York’s many gentrified neighborhoods. Gentrification, as I’m sure many of you have

heard of, is when wealthy individuals create new developments in a neighborhood, attracting

new people and displacing its original members while also increasing the cost to live there. In

other words, the wealthy begin to “fix” an area, in this case a neighborhood. The reason I am

here speaking on this controversy is because of its effects, and the issues as a result. With

gentrification come consequences, such as displacement of members, increased housing cost.

Before I continue with the gentrification of my neighborhood, I want to give some background

on it. Sunset Park is in the Southwest part of Brooklyn, close to Greenwood Cemetery. Sunset

Park got its name after the actual park located in the neighborhood which has a playground, a

pool, a gym, a big field, sport fields, and some more. If you were to go there when the sun sets,

you would understand the name. It’s a nice view, and if you wait some more, until it’s dark out,



you see the big towers in Manhattan from there, sitting on the grass. The few times I have gone

to the park, I see kids getting off soccer practice, people playing basketball as well as older men

playing volleyball while listening to music, everyone having a good time. The park begins on 5th

Ave and extends to about 7th Ave while also being about 3-4 blocks wide. If you continue past

the park on 5th Ave, you begin to see what makes Sunset Park Sunset Park. You begin to notice

many people speaking Spanish, you see fruit stands, little food stands on the corners, some food

trucks, as well as stressful traffic depending on the day. There is a lot of congestion there as a

result of the cars that are double parked. Since the B63 line passes by 5th Ave, if he cannot get

through, you’re waiting behind him for as long as it takes for him to continue. There are many

stores and restaurants on 5th Ave which means there needs to be unloading of goods, but there

isn’t much room which causes the traffic. When you go down to 4th Ave, you see apartments,

stores, restaurants. If you go to 3rd Ave, you see the Gowanus Expressway above you and you see

stores, a big one being Costco. However, there is also something important on 3rd Ave as well,

Industry City. Industry City consists of a couple of huge buildings which contain many things

ranging from restaurants, stores, offices, packaging, etc. In the recent years, Industry City

became alive, it was renovated, and it looks amazing. They host events such as small concerts, in

the summer they host a live DJ and band that perform songs in Spanish and people dance and

have a good time. These are the good things about Industry City, however it’s not all great for

some folks living in Sunset Park. With the renovation of Industry City, new businesses formed

and as a result many new people came to the area. The prices of rent increased in the nearby area

as well. Now that this area has become a small place that new people flock to, developers of

course want to make new properties, for those people to live close to it. The increase in rent may

be good for those who own homes though, as they could increase the rent they charge their



tenants. However the attention and people that Industry brings to Sunset Park is taking away

what makes this area great. Sometimes when I’m nearby, I see many people leaving Industry

city, walking up to 4th Ave and walking into the 36 Street Subway Station. Ultimately, these new

buildings aren’t for the people who already live in Sunset, let’s be real. It’s for the ones who are

wealthy who want to move in. Since this recent boom of Industry, I have seen the wealth

difference with my own eyes. As a result, it is not uncommon for me to see the occasional

Bentley, brand new Mercedes along with brand new BMWs, porches, etc.

However not every new building is necessarily bad, in Sunset, there is a new project underway, a

new building replacing a Dunkin DOnuts right by the 25th Street Station. Though most of it is

going to be normal apartments, some of them are going to be for the community, i.e. affordable

housing and will not be expensive. The idea here is for residents who live here, who cannot

afford housing, to move in. Though at the end of the day, it may do more harm and good, it is a

step in the right direction for our community.
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